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RF Energy Transfer Channel Models
for Sustainable IoT

Sidharth Kumar, Swades De, and Deepak Mishra

Abstract—Self-sustainability of wireless nodes in Internet-of-
Things applications can be realized with the help of controlled
radio frequency energy transfer (RF-ET). However due to sig-
nificant energy loss in wireless dissipation, there is a need for
novel schemes to improve the end-to-end RF-ET efficiency. In
this work, first we propose a new channel model for accurately
characterizing the harvested DC power at the receiver. This
model incorporates the effects of non-line of sight (NLOS)
component along with the other factors, such as, radiation pattern
of transmit and receive antennas, losses associated with different
polarization of transmitting field, and efficiency of power har-
vester circuit. Accuracy of the model is verified via experimental
studies in an anechoic chamber (a controlled environment).
Supported by experiments in controlled environment, we also
formulate an optimization problem by accounting for the effect
of NLOS component to maximize the RF-ET efficiency, which
cannot be captured by the Friis formula. To solve this nonconvex
problem, we present a computationally-efficient golden section
based iterative algorithm. Finally, through extensive RF-ET
measurements in different practical field environments we obtain
the statistical parameters for Rician fading as well as path loss
factor associated with shadow fading model, which also asserts
the fact that Rayleigh fading is not well suited for RF-ET due
to presence of a strong LOS component.

Index Terms—RF energy transfer, channel characterization,
experimental analysis, path loss with shadowing, Rician fading,
K-factor, golden section method, method of moments

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

With the advent of 5G and Internet-of-Things (IoT), there
has been an increasing demand for sustainable wireless net-
works. Perpetual and autonomous operation of the wireless
nodes can now be practically realized with energy harvesting
technologies, which enable recharging from ambient resources,
such as, solar, wind, or ambient radio frequency (RF). How-
ever due to uncertainty in availability of ambient energy, on-
demand energy transfer (ET) from dedicated RF sources has
emerged as a promising solution. Optimum use of RF-ET
technology can aid in achieving perpetual operation of large
scale IoT deployments.

The electronic devices that use RF energy are operated by
DC power, wherein the received RF energy is converted to DC
power and stored in a supercapacitor using power harvester
circuit [2], [3]. Efficiency of these circuits is generally a non-
monotonic function of the received power [3]. The models
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for estimating the received RF power should account for this
non-monotonic nature of RF-to-DC conversion.

Further, limited range is one of the major bottlenecks of RF-
ET technology. The main reason for short range of wireless
energy transfer compared to wireless information transfer is
the large difference in hardware sensitivities (−10 dBm versus
−60 dBm). Hence, more improved systems are needed to
make RF-ET feasible in real-life situations. Also, to best utilize
the merits of RF-ET technology, there is a need to correctly
characterize the received power with the help of accurate
energy propagation models.

A. Related Works

Commonly used deterministic model for RF-ET in literature
is the Friis transmission model [3]–[6]. The Friis transmission
equation is valid only in free space propagation. But, this
situation is rarely expected to happen in real-life IoT sensor
networks because of the node’s close proximity to the ground,
and most of the times shadow fading effects are also present.
In [7], several deterministic and statistical propagation models
for mobile communication were discussed. However, these
methods cannot be readily applied for characterizing the RF-
ET process because they are derived for a certain physical
configuration that is suitable for mobile data communications.

In [8], the authors considered non-line of sight (NLOS) sig-
nal component for wireless cellular communication, but their
analysis did not account for the antenna radiation pattern and
polarization of transmitted field. Moreover, it was assumed that
inter-antenna distance is much larger than the antenna height,
due to which angle of incidence and reflection coefficient
respectively came out to be close to 0◦ and −1. This resulted
in a path loss coefficient of 4. Thus, the model in [8] is not
suitable for short range RF-ET.

Some authors have also considered the Rayleigh fading
model to characterize the randomness in received power [9].
The problem with statistical models like Rayleigh channel
fading is that it gives equal importance to all the components
which is not true in RF-ET, because its range is very limited
and line-of-sight (LOS) component is always present. Intu-
itively, Rician fading model is more suited for this purpose.
The works in [10], [11] considered Rician fading model for
analyzing various aspects of relay assisted RF-ET; however the
Rician parameter considered was not experimentally verified.

In [12], the authors conducted experiments in macrocell
environments over 1.9 GHz channels and came up with a
model for Rician fading parameter K as encountered by fixed
end users. The experimental set-up was designed for cellular
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wireless communications, which is not applicable for short
range RF-ET. Similarly, the experimental path loss model
proposed in [13] is not feasible for RF-ET.

B. Motivation and Research Gap

Recently, there has been significant interest towards Wire-
less Powered Communication Network [14], [15] and Simul-
taneous Wireless Information and Power Transfer [16]. To
ensure good performance in these communication paradigms
both empirical and statistical channel models are needed which
are specifically targeted for short-range RF-ET. In short-range
RF-ET experiments with varied position of shadowing and ob-
structing elements, reflection gain was observed in [17], which
is contrary to the general observation with 2-ray propagation
model in long-range signal communication. This interesting
observation motivates us to characterize the RF-ET gain in
presence of multipath components. It may be noted that, the
reflected waveform acts as an NLOS component, which can
have magnitude comparable to that of the LOS component
when the path difference is not large – as in RF-ET scenario.

We note that the analytical models and experimental ob-
servations on signal propagation characteristics for wireless
communications are not applicable in short-range RF-ET.
Moreover, the experimental findings on Rician K-factor in
cellular wireless environments do not apply in RF-ET. Al-
though there are some limited theoretical studies on RF-
ET that consider Rician channel [10], [11], no experimental
study has been reported in the literature that characterizes the
Rician parameter K along with path loss factor and shadow
fading parameter for various IoT communication scenarios.
Thus, there is a clear lacuna on analytical modeling and
experimental characterization of RF energy propagation and
analysis of stochastic nature of wireless channel for RF-ET.

C. Contributions and Significance

In this work, we investigate the effect of NLOS compo-
nents in RF-ET performance. A deterministic receive power
model is developed and validated by hardware experiments
in controlled environment. The developed model allows to
optimize the RF-ET gain by optimal positioning of the RF
source and the receiver. Further, a statistical channel model is
proposed that captures the strong LOS energy component, and
the parameters are estimated by practical field experiments.
Highlights of contributions of this work are the following:

1) A new deterministic channel model is proposed for RF-
ET characterization by incorporating the practical factors
of electromagnetic wave propagation (Sections II, III).

2) The proposed model is validated experimentally in con-
trolled environment (Section IV).

3) An optimization formulation is presented to capture how
NLOS component can cooperate with the LOS compo-
nent in providing significant RF-ET gain (Section V).

4) To capture the strong LOS component in statistical chan-
nel variation in practical field settings, the RF-ET channel
is modeled as Rician channel (Section VI).
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Fig. 1: Proposed channel model for incorporating the effect of NLOS
component in RF energy transfer.

5) Numerical results capture the optimum conditions for
maximizing RF-ET gain, and the fading channel param-
eters in various typical field deployment scenarios are
estimated via extensive RF-ET experiments (Section VII).

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first experimentally-
driven work that characterizes the RF energy signal propaga-
tion (both deterministic and statistical), specifically targeted
for wireless RF-ET in real-life scenarios.

The proposed model can be applied in various practical
RF-ET scenarios where other reflectors are present besides
ground. For the cases where deterministic model makes the
analysis complex, the statistical model of either Rician fading
or path loss with shadow fading can be employed to arrive at
interpretable results. The other possible applications include
design of efficient harvester circuits by optimizing the received
power, and medium access control and routing protocols to
effectively divide the time between information and energy
transfer to maximize the network lifetime.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

One objective of this work is to develop a practical path
loss model for RF-ET by incorporating the NLOS component
due to ground reflection, which cannot be captured by the free
space propagation model. We characterize the received power
at the RF energy harvesting destination as a function of its
distance from the RF source, heights at which the source and
destination nodes are placed, and the other RF parameters,
such as, polarization, radiation pattern, and matching losses.
In this section, first we discuss the conventional RF-ET model
that is based on Friis propagation model. After that we provide
outline of the proposed channel model which addresses the
drawbacks of the conventional model.

As a general rule of thumb all unit vectors are represented
with an overhead hat (e.g. û) whereas all other vectors
are represented with an overhead arrow (e.g. ~u). All other
considered variables are scalar quantities.

A. Conventional RF Energy Transfer Model

In our considered system set-up (depicted in Fig. 1), the
source node transmits energy to the destination (or end)
node via RF energy radiation. The transmitter and the energy
harvesting receiver are respectively at heights h1 and h2 from
the ground, and are separated by a horizontal distance L.
The source node consists of a processor, crystal oscillator,
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a directional antenna, and sufficient energy resource (e.g., a
battery or power grid connection) to perform its operations.
In field applications, the source could be mounted on a
robot/vehicle which moves around and charges the end nodes
as per a schedule. Since the wireless charging is a time-
consuming process the source remains static until the end
node is charged. The energy harvesting node consists of a
rechargeable battery or supercapacitor which is charged by
the RF energy harvester circuit. The receiver antenna, which
is omnidirectional, captures the electromagnetic energy and
supplies to the rectification circuit. Friis transmission equation
which is based on free space model, is generally used to
calculate the received power [3]–[6]. The Friis model gives
received power P (Friis)

r as inverse square law, as per the
following equation [18]:

P (Friis)
r

Pt
= GtGr(1−|Γt|2)(1−|Γr|2)

( λ

4πd1

)2

|ên · êr|2. (1)

Here P (Friis)
r is a function of transmit power Pt, distance

d1, wavelength λ of the electromagnetic wave, antenna gains
Gt, Gr, and circuit reflection coefficients Γt,Γr of the an-
tennas along with the corresponding polarization loss factor
|ên · êr|2.

B. Proposed Channel Model for RF Energy Transfer

RF energy propagates through wireless medium in the form
of electric and magnetic fields which are transmitted and
received with the help of antennas. The typical distances in
RF-ET are in the far field of antennas, where far field distance
is approximately given by df = 2D2

λ . Here D is the maximum
linear dimension of the antenna. In far field of antennas the
emanating electromagnetic waves behave like planar waves,
where the amplitude decreases inversely with distance d1. For
a monochromatic planar wave emanating from an antenna, the
electric field ~E(d1, t) at a distance d1 can be written as

~E(d1, t) =
Eodo
d1

ei(k·d1−2πft)n̂. (2)

Here do is some representative distance at which the mag-
nitude of electric field at time t is Eo, and it can be used
to calculate the magnitude of electric field ~E at any other
distance. The symbol k = 2π

λ used in above equation is wave
number of the wave. After an RF wave emanates from an
antenna it propagates in certain directions, controlled by the
antenna gain. This wave can reach the receiving antenna either
directly with magnitude | ~ELOS |, or after reflection. The most
obvious reflector is ground. The reflected wave also reaches
the receiving antenna but with a different magnitude | ~ELNOS |.
This magnitude can be quite different from the | ~ELOS |, as it
depends on the antenna gain in that direction, polarization of
the transmitted field, reflection coefficient of the ground, and
the path it travels before reaching the target. The total electric
field ~ETotal at the energy harvesting receiver is:

~ETotal = ~ELOS + ~ENLOS . (3)

This total electric field in (3) is used next for computing
the harvested RF power.

III. PROPOSED RECEIVED POWER EQUATION

In this section we derive the expression of total power at
the receiver by incorporating the effect of NLOS component.
With η as the intrinsic impedance of free space, the received
power Pr at the antenna due to the impinged electric field
~ETotal and an effective vector length ~L is given by:

Pr = ( ~ETotal · ~L)2/η. (4)

A. Effect of NLOS Component
The main effect of NLOS component is that it changes

the effective electric field at the receiver, which is given by
(3). The dominant effect of NLOS component is because of
its path difference ∆d with the LOS component. ∆d leads
to a phase difference ∆φ = k · ∆d, which can make the
two components add constructively or destructively. Since
the NLOS component incurs additional losses due to ground
reflection and extra path length, the received signal is not
completely decimated due to destructive interference with the
LOS component.

B. Total Mean Harvested Power at RF Harvesting Destination
The electric field in (2) at a distance d1

(=
√
L2 + (h1 − h2)2) from the transmit antenna (cf.

Fig. 1) and in unit direction êr1 can be written as [18]:

~E =

√
(1− Γ2

t )
ηPtGt(θt1, φ

t
1)

4πd2
1

e−jkd1 êr1. (5)

Here Pt is the transmit power, Gt is the gain of transmit
antenna in radial direction (θ, φ), η is the intrinsic impedance
of free space, and Γt is the reflection coefficient due to
impedance mismatch between antenna and transmission line
which is given by Γt = Zi−Zo

Zi+Zo
with Zi as the input impedance

of the antenna and Zo as the characteristic impedance of the
transmission line. After reflection the electric field changes to:

~E2 = Γ(θi)

√
(1− Γ2

t )
ηPtGt(θt2, φ

t
2)

4πd2
2

e−jkd2 êr2. (6)

Here d2

(
=

√
h2

1 +
(

h1L
h2+h1

)2

+

√
h2

2 +
(

h2L
h2+h1

)2
)

is

different from d1 in (5), as the reflected field traverses a
different path length. Γ(θi) is the reflection coefficient of the
ground of relative permitivity εr, which is different for each
polarization and angle of incidence θi, given by [19]:

Γ⊥(θi) =
sin θi −

√
εr − cos2 θi

sin θi +
√
εr − cos2 θi

: Horizontal polarization

Γ‖(θi) =
−εr sin θi +

√
εr − cos2 θi

εr sin θi +
√
εr − cos2 θi

: Vertical polarization.

Based on polarization of the antenna used, the electric field
will have different polarization for which respective reflection
coefficient has to be used. The effective vector length ~L of the
receiving antenna is given by:

~L =

(√
(1− Γ2

r)
λ2

4π
Gr(θr, φr)

)
ên. (7)
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P
(prop)
r

Pt
=
( λ

4π

)2 (
1− |Γt|2)(1− |Γr|2

) ∣∣∣∣∣ 1

d1

√
Gt(θt1, φ

t
1)Gr(θr, φr)e

jkd1(êr1 · ên) +
Γ(θi)

d2

√
Gt(θt2, φ

t
2)Gr(θr, φr)e

jkd2(êr2 · ên)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

.

(8)
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(a) Vertical Polarization
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(b) Horizontal Polarization

Fig. 2: The reflected and incident field directions for different
polarizations, here dot represents field coming out of plane.

The effective vector length points into the unit direction
ên in which receiving antenna is polarized. Received power
depends on the dot product of received field and vector
effective length, and it is incorporated to include the effects
of mismatch in between the polarization of radiated field êr
and the receiving antenna ên. Therefore, the power received
depends on (3), which is in turn obtained by adding ELOS and
ENLOS . The values of ELOS and ENLOS are respectively
given by (5) and (6). Hence, by substituting all the quantities
into (4), the proposed estimate of total received power P (prop)

r

is obtained in (8). This equation is general where Γ(θi) is
dependent on the polarization of the transmitted RF signal.

The main motivation behind considering only two rays here
is that the reflecting surface is smooth, and according to
geometrical optics the angle of incidence is equal to angle
of reflection, hence only one reflected ray will reach the
destination [19]. Also most of the real-life situations where
RF energy transfer is used, we have smooth ground plane.

C. Curious Case of Vertical Polarization

The polarization loss factor terms in (8) evaluate to ‘1’ for
the case of horizontal polarization, but need to be specifically
evaluated for vertical polarization. To understand this, see the
pictorial view in Fig. 2. With horizontal polarization, the ~E
field is perpendicular to the x− z plane and remains so even
after reflection, which is due to the fact that for plane waves
the electric field, magnetic field, and the propagation vector
follow the relation B̂ = k̂×Ê and boundary conditions during
reflection [20, ch.9]. For vertical polarization ~H is out of plane
and remains so after reflection, but the electric field changes
direction and hence the polarization loss factors become:

êr1 · ên = cos(θ1) =
L√

L2 + (h2 − h1)2
(9)

êr2 · ên = cos(θ2) =
L√

L2 + (h2 + h1)2
(10)

The effects of electric field polarization on the received
power level as a function of transmitter and receiver node
positions will be considered in experimental validation of

Fig. 3: Experimental set-up in the anechoic chamber.

the proposed received RF power estimation (Section IV),
for performance optimization with the proposed deterministic
channel model (Section V), and further in statistical channel
parameter estimation (Section VII).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In this section, we present validation of the estimated
received power expression given by (8) through RF energy
transfer experiments.

A. Experimental Set-up

Experimental set-up in the anechoic chamber (Fig. 3) com-
prised of the following units:
• RF source: A Hittite RF synthesizer HMC-T2100 was

used as RF source. It was set to transmit at a fixed
frequency of 915 MHz and fixed transmit power of 0
dBm.

• Spectrum analyzer: An Anritsu Spectrum Analyzer
MS2719B was used to analyze the frequency and power
profile of the received power.

• Data acquisition and hardware control: The data related
to received power and the rotation of receiving antenna
using stepper motor is fully software controlled with
the help of DAMS Antenna Measurement Studio. The
acquired data was stored in a text file.

• Transmit antenna: An ETS·LINDGREN double ridged
waveguide horn (model number 3115) was used as the
transmit antenna which was fed through RF synthesizer.
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TABLE I: Experimental parameter values.

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Pt 0 dBm Γ‖(θi)cardboard −0.0323
h 90 cm Γ⊥(θi)cardboard −0.3043
d1 221.5 cm Γ‖(θi)metal 1
d2 284.3 cm Γ⊥(θi)metal −1
θi 39.29◦ Gdir [2] 4.1
(Γt)omni 0.8462 Gomni [2] 1.25
(Γt)dir 0.8117 λ (wavelength) 0.3278 m
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Fig. 4: Normalized antenna radiation patterns.

• Receive antenna: The experiment was conducted for two
types of receive antennas, both available from Powercast
[2]. These are the most commonly used antennas for RF-
ET. The first antenna is directional with linear gain 4.1
(6.1 dBi) and half power beamwidth of 122◦ (azimuth)
and 68◦ (elevation). The other antenna is omnidirectional
in azimuth plane with linear gain 1.25 (1.0 dBi).

• Reflectors: To emulate the reflector Γt behavior in an-
echoic chamber we used copper metal sheet (εr = ∞)
and cardboard (εr = 2).

B. Empirical Parameters

The experimental parameters are given in Table I.
For empirical verification of the receiver power estimate in

(8), radiation patterns of the antennas are needed. Radiation
pattern of the horn antenna is available in [21]. To characterize
the radiation pattern of Powercast antennas, the analytical
expressions (11) are proposed to closely match the empirical
readings, as shown in Fig. 4. The azimuth (horizontal) plane
is traversed by φ ∈ [0, 2π], whereas the elevation plane is
traversed by θ ∈ [0, π] variation.

G(θ, φ) =

{
Gdir cos(φ) sin4(θ) : Directional
Gomni sin2(θ) : Omnidirectional.

(11)

C. Experimental Results and Observations

To verify the accuracy of the derived analytical expression
in (8), the received power values obtained experimentally and
from (8) are plotted in Fig. 6. To study the effects of polariza-
tion, the experiments were conducted for both horizontal and
vertical polarizations. The different polarizations are realized
by rotating antennas as shown in the Fig. 5.

For measuring the received power with varying azimuth and
elevation angles, the RF source and directional antenna were
placed respectively with horizontal and vertical polarization.

(a) Elevation plane (b) Azimuth (horizontal) plane

Fig. 5: The sense of rotation of antenna for different polarization.

The corresponding received power values are plotted in Figs.
6(a) and 6(b). In Fig. 6(c), power received with omnidirec-
tional antenna and vertical polarization is plotted. Root mean
square errors (RMSE) of the analytically obtained values with
respect to the experimental data in these three different set-ups
are listed in Table II, which are within the acceptable upper
limit of 0.08 [22] – thus validating the developed analytical
expression in (8).

TABLE II: RMSE of the analytically computed values with respect
to the experimental data.

RMSE
Set-up Fig. 6(a) Fig. 6(b) Fig. 6(c)
No reflector 0.0583 0.0385 0.0639
Metal 0.0599 0.0750 0.0501
Cardboard 0.0587 0.0335 0.0597

With this validation of the received power estimate, we next
aim to maximize the energy transfer efficiency by optimally
placing the RF transmitter and the harvester node for a given
RF-ET hardware parameter values.

V. MAXIMIZING RF ENERGY TRANSFER EFFICIENCY

We now aim to maximize the RF-ET efficiency as a function
of RF source and harvester node placement, which optimizes
the combined effect of LOS and NLOS received energy com-
ponents. Since in our experimental set-up the source-receiver
distance cannot be changed, we propose to adjust the source
and receiver heights from the ground plane. In particular,
we propose a partitioned range golden search algorithm to
maximize the end-to-end RF-ET efficiency.

This optimization study is motivated by the fact that, a
practical set-up for wireless charging of end nodes involves
an RF energy mule that goes from node to node to supply
energy via RF radiation, and it also collects the data along
the way [14]. The mule tries to move as close as possible
to the end node for fast energy transfer. However, due to
terrain conditions, or physical obstacles, or strategic reasons,
it may not be possible for the mule to place itself beyond a
close proximity to the field node. In such a situation, for a
given source-to-receiver distance, the energy mule can adjust
its antenna height to maximize the RF-ET rate.

A. Optimization Problem Formulation

In Section III we have derived the received power (8) as
a function of source-to-receiver distance and the source and
receiver antenna heights above ground. Due to interaction
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Fig. 7: (a) Supercapacitor model for constant power charging. (b)
RF-to-DC conversion efficiency of Powercast P1110 RF energy
harvester and its comparison with the fitted model.

of the LOS and NLOS wavefronts, for a given fixed inter-
node distance and the receiver antenna height h2, there is
an optimum source antenna height h1 ∈ [hmin, hmax] at
which power received is maximum. Further, it is known that,
energy harvesting efficiency U of the harvesting circuit is
not a monotonic function of received power [2]. The RF-
to-DC conversion efficiency U of the Powercast P1110 IC
as a function of received power Pr is plotted in Fig. 7(b).
We approximate this function by a 7-degree polynomial [23],
which is expressed as:

U(Pr) = (−2.711× 10−8)P 7
r + (1.566× 10−6)P 6

r

−(2.858× 10−5)P 5
r + (9.445× 10−5)P 4

r (12)
+(2.046× 10−3)P 3

r − (0.01465)P 2
r + (0.01064)Pr + 0.6077.

R-squared and RMSE of the polynomial fit are 0.9949 and
0.0125 respectively, which are within the allowable limit [22].

The end-to-end RF-ET efficiency ζ is defined as the ratio
of DC power harvested to the RF power transmitted. For a
constant transmitted power (Pt), inter-node distance L, and
fixed receiver height h2, there exists an optimum height hopt
of transmitter for which maximum RF-ET efficiency ζopt is
achieved. Hence, the following relationship holds:

ζ
(prop)
opt =

P
(prop)
H (hopt)

Pt
=

P
(prop)
r (hopt)·U

(
P

(prop)
r (hopt)

)
Pt

>
P

(Friis)
H (hopt)

Pt
=

P (Friis)
r (hopt)·U

(
P (Friis)
r (hopt)

)
Pt

= ζ(Friis)
opt (13)

where P (prop)
H (hopt) is the optimum harvested power obtained

by setting h1 = hopt in the proposed received power expres-
sion in (8) and incorporating Pr = P

(prop)
r (hopt) in (12).

Similarly, P (Friis)
H (hopt) is the harvested power obtained by

setting h1 = hopt in (1) and putting Pr = P (Friis)
r (hopt)

in (12). One notable observation here is that, the proposed
channel model can result in a better RF-ET efficiency than that
with the Friis model. This can be achieved when proper care
is taken while placing the transmitter antenna. The optimal
placement must be such that the LOS and NLOS components
add up constructively at the receiver, thereby transferring
the maximum energy. Hence, our objective is to find the
optimum height hopt which offers the maximum end-to-end
RF-ET efficiency, i.e., the maximum PH. Accordingly, the
optimization problem (P) is defined as:

(P) : maximize
h

ζ =
PH(h1)

Pt
subject to: hmin ≤ h1 ≤ hmax.

(14)

B. Harvested Power PH Variation with Transmitter Height

To solve the optimization problem (14), we first study the
received power variation as a function of antenna height. For
this purpose, the RF source/transmitter (energy mule) has
antenna gain 6.1 dBi and the receiver (field node) has antenna
gain 1.0 dBi. The other hardware parameters are considered
the same as described in Section IV-A. To study the effect
of polarization, both horizontal and vertical polarization are
considered. To numerically compute the variation of harvested
power PH with the changes in the transmitter height, four
different scenarios are considered, as mentioned in Table III.

TABLE III: System parameters for different scenarios.

Scenario L (m) h2 (m) h1 (hmin, hmax (m))
I 0.8 1 (0.15, 1.5)
II 1.8 1 (0.15, 1.5)
III 0.8 0.15 (0.15, 1.5)
IV 2 2 (0.15 ,1.5)

Harvested power variation as a function of transmitter an-
tenna height for both polarizations are plotted in Figs. 8(a)-(d)
for the above-mentioned four scenarios. The main observation
is that, the harvested power PH as a function of transmit
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Fig. 8: Harvested power variation as a function of transmitter antenna height in the four scenarios with both polarizations: (a) Scenario I,
(b) Scenario II, (c) Scenario III, and (d) Scenario IV.

antenna height h1 is highly non-convex in nature. Also,
PH shows a strong dependence on the signal polarization.
Specifically more oscillatory behavior of PH is observed for
horizontally polarized signal, because the polarization loss fac-
tor for vertical polarization is very less than that for horizontal
polarization as explained in Section III-C. The performance
varies for all the different scenarios. For example, Scenario
III shows less oscillations as compared to the other cases,
the main reason being less height of the receiver antenna.
These behaviors also clearly show the importance of optimum
antenna heights for maximized PH. In the following, we
consider numerical nonconvex optimization method specific
to the problem at hand.

C. Proposed Optimization Algorithm

We observe that, although the harvested power PH and
hence ζ is a nonconvex function of h1, PH is a piece-wise
unimodal function of h1 (cf. (8) and Fig. 8). Therefore, we
first divide the feasible region into equal partitions and then
apply golden search algorithm on each partition. Finally, we
take the maximum of power harvested from each of these
partitions. The golden search algorithm works by reducing the
current interval size by a fixed ratio of 0.618 at the end of
each iteration, till the interval reduces to a small acceptable
level. This algorithm gives correct answers only for those
functions which are proven to be unimodal over the required
domain. Hence, the whole domain of solution space need to be
partitioned in such a way that the objective function remains
unimodal within the individual partition windows. Following
partitioning of the received power variation, golden section
method can be applied over each partition. The steps involved
are detailed in Algorithm 1, where the counter returns the total
number of computations.

D. Complexity Analysis

To investigate performance and complexity of the pro-
posed algorithm to solve the optimization problem, brute

Algorithm 1 End-to-end RF-ET efficiency maximization

Input: L, h2, hmin, hmax, ε, m, other system parameters in (8)
Output: h1 = hopt, counter, ζopt

1: Define f(h1) = PH(h1) as given by (8) and (12)
2: for i = 1 : m do
3: Calculate hlb

i = (i− 1) ∗ (hmax−hmin)
m

+ hmin and hub
i =

i ∗ (hmax−hmin)
m

+ hmin

4: Set counter = 0
5: Calculate hp = hub

i − 0.618 × (hub
i − hlb

i )
6: Calculate hq = hlb

i + 0.618 × (hub
i − hlb

i )
7: Calculate f(hp) and f(hq)
8: Set ∆g = hub

i − hlb
i

9: while ∆g > ε do
10: if f(hp) ≤ f(hq) then
11: Set hlb

i = hp, hp = hq , and hq = hlb
i + 0.618 ×

(hub
i − hlb

i )
12: else
13: Set hub

i = hq , hq = hp, and hp = hub
i − 0.618 ×

(hub
i − hlb

i )
14: Set counter = counter +1
15: Calculate f(hp) and f(hq)
16: Set ∆g = hub

i − hlb
i

17: if f(hp) > f(hq) then
18: Set h∗g = hp

19: else
20: Set h∗g = hq

21: if i=1 then
22: hopt = h∗g
23: Calculate f(hopt)
24: else
25: if f(hopt) < f(h∗g) then
26: hopt = h∗g
27: Set counter = counter +1

28: Calculate P (prop)
H (hopt) by substituting h1 = hopt and Pt in (8)

and (12)

29: ζ
(prop)
opt =

P
(prop)
H (hopt)

Pt

force method is taken as the benchmark. In this method
the total number of computations are 2n − 1, where n =
1 + hmax−hmin

ε and ε is an acceptable tolerance. For golden
section method it is known that the number of computations is
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⌈
2+

ln
(

ε
hmax−hmin

)
ln(0.618)

⌉
. However, in the proposed algorithm, we

apply golden search repeatedly for each partition. Denoting the
number of partitions as m, the total number of computations
required for function evaluation and comparison is:

= m− 1 +m

⌈
2 +

ln
(

m·ε
hmax−hmin

)
ln(0.618)

⌉
. (15)

From (15) it can be inferred that the proposed algorithm
has logarithmic complexity in comparison with the brute force
method when evaluated as a function of ε.

Complexity-accuracy tradeoff and the numerical results on
optimum RF-ET performance are presented in Section VII-A.

VI. STATISTICAL CHANNEL PARAMETER ESTIMATION

Even though we have proposed evaluated an accurate model
to calculate the power received in RF-ET in Section II,
this model is reasonably valid in controlled environments
such as in a laboratory settings. However, when all surfaces,
blockages, and dynamic scattering effects are accounted - as in
practical field deployments, a stochastic receive power model
is expected to be more reasonable. Since RF-ET distance is
much smaller compared to the conventional wireless infor-
mation communication range, the statistical RF-ET channel
model can be better modeled as a Rician channel.

In this section we first present the Rician fading model
and then characterize the path loss and shadowing parameters
to complete the stochastic modeling. Later, we describe the
experimental set-up to find the statistical channel parameters.

A. Rician Parameter Characterization

In Rician fading channel, received power is distributed
according to the non-central χ2 distribution with PDF (prob-
ability density function) of received power given by [24, eq.
(2.16)]:

fPr (x,K,Ω) =
(1 +K)e−K

Ω exp
[

1+K
Ω x

]Io(2

√
K(K + 1)x

Ω

)
. (16)

Here K is the Rice factor which represents the ratio of power
in main (LOS) component and the sum of all other weaker
(NLOS) components, Ω is the average power combined, and
Io(·) is the modified zeroth order Bessel function of first kind.
The distribution defined in (16) have two degrees of freedom,
namely, Rician factor K and average power Ω. Both of them
can be evaluated from the experimental data by using the
method of moments [25]. Accordingly, the complex path gain
g(t) consisting of a constant term V and other zero mean
random time-varying term v(t) can be expressed as:

g(t) = V + v(t). (17)

The two moments of interest are the mean Ω and RMS
fluctuation Grms around this mean. Defining σ2 ≡ |v(t)|2,
it has been shown in [25] that:

Ω = |V |2 + σ2, (18)
Grms = [σ4 + 2|V |2σ2]

1
2 . (19)

Tx. Antenna
Rx. Antenna and
Spectrum Analyzer

RF Source

Fig. 9: Set-up for factory floor scenario.

Tx. Antenna

Tripod stand

Rx. Antenna and
Spectrum Analyzer

Normal Asphalt Road

(a) Roadside

Rx. Antenna and
Spectrum Analyzer

RF source
Tx. Antenna

GrassTripod stand

(b) Garden

Fig. 10: Other practical set-ups.

Solving these equations we get:

|V |2 = [Ω2 −G2
rms]

1
2 , (20)

σ2 = Ω− [Ω2 −G2
rms]

1
2 . (21)

From (20) and (21), K-factor is obtained as:

K =
|V |2
σ2

. (22)

B. Statistical Path Loss and Shadowing Model

Path loss along with shadowing is used to incorporate
the effect of hindrances caused to the signal by reflection,
diffraction, absorption and scattering by the different obstacles.
In this model path loss is represented as sum of a distance
dependent term and a statistical term representing shadow
fading. Beyond a certain distance zo, the path loss in decibel
at a distance z can be written as [26]:

PL (in dB) = A+ 10γ log10

( z
zo

)
+ s, zo ≤ z (23)

where γ is the path loss exponent, A is the path loss (dB) at
the distance zo and s is a random variable representing log-
normal shadow fading with mean µ and variance ς .

C. Experimental Set-up

For estimating the Rician parameter K, path loss expo-
nent γ, and shadowing parameters µ and ς values, we have
conducted experiments in emulated field scenarios where the
wireless IoT sensor nodes are likely to be deployed. The cases
considered are: factory floor settings for hazardous chemical
sensing, garden/agricultural field setting for water or pesticide
level sensing, and roadside scenario for monitoring pollution
level or recording different vehicular data.

In the experimental set-up (Figs. 9, 10) for estimating the
K parameter in different scenarios, the RF source (transmitter
antenna) and the RF harvesting receiver node were placed on
tripod stands with adjustable heights.

The other hardware unit specifications are as follows:
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TABLE IV: Energy saving using the proposed approach. Pol.: polarization; H: horizontal; V: vertical.

L(m) Pol. hSim
opt (cm) hExp

opt (cm) P
(Friis)
H (mW) P

(prop)
H (mW) P

(Exp)
H (mW)

Energy saved (kJ):
numerical/experimental

0.8 V 100 100 2.42 12.32 11.60 7.47 / 7.36
H 80.5 70 1.81 4.61 5.36 7.55 / 8.23

1.2 V 100 100 1.1 5.88 5.05 16.62 /15.99
H 15 15 1.03 2.43 3.05 12.58 / 14.47

1.5 V 100 100 0.69 3.60 3.21 26.35 / 26.60
H 17.40 15 0.93 1.81 1.98 11.76 / 12.83

2.0 V 98.30 90 0.37 2.21 1.94 50.62 / 49.21
H 22.10 15 0.77 1.21 1.45 10.62 / 13.70

• RF source: Agilent RF synthesizer N9310A was used as
RF source. It was set to transmit at a fixed frequency 915
MHz and fixed transmit power 10 dBm.

• Spectrum analyzer: Agilent Fieldfox Spectrum Analyzer
N9918A was used to analyze the frequency and power
profile of the received signal.

• Data acquisition and hardware control: The received
power data was acquired using the trace function for
different distances. Further the data was captured and
automatically stored in a excel file.

• Antennas: In these experiments the same antennas [2]
were used as in received power characterization experi-
ments in Section IV. A directional antenna having a linear
gain of 4.1 (6.1 dBi) and half power beamwidth of 122◦

(azimuth) and 68◦ (elevation) was used at the transmitter,
whereas an omnidirectional antenna with a linear gain of
1.25 (1.0 dBi) was used at the receiver.

The experimental results on statistical channel parameters
are discussed in Section VII-B.

VII. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

In this section first the numerical results of optimization
algorithm proposed in Section V are discussed. Then, sta-
tistical channel model parameters estimated via experiments
conducted for different scenarios in Section VI are presented.

A. Optimum RF-ET Performance Gains

Here, numerical results on achievable RF-ET performance
with the proposed optimization Algorithm 1 is discussed.

1) Complexity versus Accuracy: First we discuss the opti-
mum partitioning as complexity versus optimization accuracy
tradeoff. Fig. 11 shows the variation of total number of
computations against the desired level of accuracy 100 ∗

(
1−

ε
hmax−hmin

)
. The plots clearly show that, for all tolerance

values, complexity of the proposed algorithm with any number
of partitions is less than that of brute force method.

To quantify the maximum number of partitions m needed
for achieving the same result as in brute force method, effi-
ciency of the three competitive methods, namely, brute force,
golden search with variable partitions, and Friis equation (1),
are plotted in Fig. 12 against transmitter-receiver distance with
receiver antenna height 0.8 m. It is noted that, optimized effi-
ciency is obtained with 3 partitions at all transmitter-receiver
distance and with ε = 0.001 for metallic reflecting ground
surface. The main reason of 3 partitions being sufficient is

Desired level of accuracy 100 ∗
(

1− ǫ
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Fig. 11: Total computations versus level of accuracy.
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Fig. 12: Efficiency comparison for different number of partitions.

that the RF-ET range is very limited due to path loss, low
RF harvesting sensitivity, low power harvester circuit effi-
ciency, and limited transmit power. The other intuition behind
choosing only 3 partitions is that, for the considered different
parameters values, the phase difference between the LOS and
NLOS component is always less than 6π. Therefore, only 3
different constructive and destructive regions are formed, as
also confirmed from the received power expression in (8).

It can also be observed that, at all distances and for all values
of partitions, the proposed algorithm offers much better RF-
ET performance compared to the estimate using Friis formula.
With Powercast P1110 energy harvesting module (used in our
experiments), the received power must be more than −5 dBm
for charging of the supercapacitor at a reasonably fast rate [2].
This practically limits the range of RF-ET to a few meters only,
and 3 partitions are sufficient to make the problem unimodal
in each partition.

2) Experimental Verification and RF-ET Performance Com-
parison: To verify the numerical results of the proposed
optimization algorithm, we have conducted further end-to-end
hardware experiments with the metallic ground reflector. The
experimental devices used are as described in Section VI-
C. An additional power amplifier has been used to match 1
Watt transmit power as considered in simulation. The used
mini-circuit ZHL−42W+ power amplifier was first calibrated
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Fig. 13: Optimum efficiency comparison and verification with end-
to-end hardware experiments.

before usage. The amplifier gain obtained is 26.1 dB for a
dc input of 15V. Powercast P1110 RF energy harvester has
been used to quantify the harvested power at receiver node
[2]. The experimental results along with simulated ones are
as shown in Table IV. The normalized RMSE of numerically-
computed optimum received power values with respect to the
experimentally-obtained results are up to 0.0577, which is
within the tolerable range as noted in [22] – thus corroborating
the analytical optimization.

To demonstrate gain from the proposed model with the
optimized antenna heights, the optimum harvested power is
plotted in Fig. 13, for both horizontal and vertical polarization.
These results were obtained with metallic ground reflector
where transmitting and receiving antenna were respectively
directional and omnidirectional, and transmitter height is var-
ied from 0.15 to 1 m. The experimental results on optimum
transmit antenna height, received power, and harvested power
match well with the numerical results, thus validating the
numerical optimization. Further, from the plots it is apparent
that harvested energy with the proposed model is always
higher than that with Friis equation. The difference between
harvested power with horizontal and vertical polarization is
due to different gain of transmitting antenna, and also the
reflection coefficient is different for the two polarizations.

3) Energy Saving: To calculate the energy saving by opti-
mally placing nodes, we first need to find the time required
to charge a supercapacitor C to a certain voltage V with a
constant received power PH. Referring to Fig.7(a) we have:

PH = V (t)I(t) =
q

C

dq

dt
→
∫ Q

0

qdq =

∫ t

0

PHCdt. (24)

Solving (24), the time required to charge C to V =Q/C is
T = CV 2

2PH
. Higher harvested power saves crucial system

time and hence the energy consumed at the transmitter. To
numerically quantify the energy saving, we have considered
Agilent N9310A RF synthesizer as the RF source which
consumes up to 100 W [27] while it transmits. With Powercast
P1110 having C = 50 mF and terminal charging voltage
V = 3 volts, energy saved for different transmitter-receiver
distance L are noted in Table IV. Similarly, the increase in
received power with optimum transmitter antenna height can
be translated into extension in the RF-ET range.
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Fig. 14: K-factor versus end-to-end distance: vertical polarization.
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Fig. 15: K-factor versus end-to-end distance: horizontal polarization.

TABLE V: Mean K-factor in different scenarios. H: horizontal
polarization, V: vertical polarization.

Scenarios Garden Roadside Factory floor

K (dB) H V H V H V
47.309 40.938 51.232 36.152 62.742 32.942

B. Experimental Estimates on Statistical Channel Parameters

We now discuss quantitative estimates of the statistical
channel parameters for RF-ET based on the models presented
in the Section VI.

1) Estimation of Rician K-Factor: The experiments in Sec-
tion VI-C were conducted for all the three different scenarios
and the Rician K-factor calculated from the received power
values are plotted in Figs. 14 and 15 for horizontal and vertical
polarization, respectively. From the plots it can be inferred that
the K-factor is very high for all possible combinations except
for a few outlier data points. This observation affirms that
Rayleigh distribution is not a good model for characterizing
the fading in RF-ET. Mean K values are also listed in Table
V for all three deployment scenarios.

2) Estimation of Path Loss and Shadow Fading Parameters:
Both A and γ in (23) are evaluated by fitting a liner curve
through all the received power data points so as to minimize
the root mean square error (RMSE). For the factory floor
setting, this is shown on a log-log plot in Fig. 16. Similar
results were obtained in the other two deployment scenarios.
The shadow fading term is a zero mean (µ = 0) Gaussian
random variable where the only unknown is the variance ς .
In the three experiments we have taken zo to be 75 cm. The
different parameter values estimated are as listed in Table VI.
As a general trend, it can be observed that the constant A
(defined in (23)) is smaller for horizontal polarization than
that for vertical polarization. The path-loss exponent is more
than 2 for all the different scenarios, however, it can be clearly
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Fig. 17: CDF comparison of the fitted and measured data for shadow
fading component.

TABLE VI: Numerical values for different parameters used in
statistical path loss modeling.

Scenarios Polarization A (dB) γ ς (dB) RMSE

Roadside Horizontal 17.9986 2.4826 2.9160 .0406
Vertical 23.6306 2.0928 3.8707 .0166

Garden Horizontal 18.8362 2.1974 3.3164 .0301
Vertical 24.1659 2.2085 3.1692 .0365

Factory Horizontal 19.1599 2.2232 2.6586 0.0237
Vertical 26.1294 2.6833 3.2057 .0235

observed that, it is much less than commonly used value of
4 as in [19]. The RMSE in all the scenarios is well within
the acceptable bound of 0.08 [22]. Fig. 17 shows a good
match between the CDF drawn from the measured values and
the Gaussian fitted curve, confirming the log-normal shadow
fading component.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, first we have presented a new deterministic
channel model for accurate characterization of received power
via RF-ET at an energy harvesting IoT field node. In deter-
mining received power, the proposed model incorporates the
effect of NLOS component along with the other important
factors, namely, polarization mismatch, antenna gain patterns,
and RF harvesting efficiency, which were not considered
before. Results from extensive experiments in a controlled
environment (anechoic chamber) have validated the model.
The proposed model has been further used to maximize the
utility of NLOS component in enhancing the RF-ET effi-
ciency, wherein through an optimization formulation optimum
transmitter antenna height has been obtained for a given
receiver distance and antenna height. To solve this nonconvex
optimization problem, a simple global optimization algorithm
based on golden section method has been proposed which
converges logarithmically to the optimal solution.

Noting that, in practical deployments the IoT nodes are ex-
pected to experience stochastic environment, we have modeled
the RF-ET channel as Rician distributed along with path loss
and log-normal shadow fading. Via extensive experiments we
have characterized the wireless channel parameters in three
typical deployment scenarios: factory floor, garden/agricultural
field, and roadside/marketplace installations.

Numerical results show that the proposed optimized model
offers up to three times higher RF-ET efficiency as compared
to the standard Friis formula based estimate. Further, the
experimental studies have quantified the statistical channel
parameter values in emulated practical settings, which also
clearly assert that Rayleigh fading is not well-suited for
RF-ET analysis. The developed model and the experimental
findings are expected to play very useful roles in analyzing
the performance of RF harvesting wireless networks.
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